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Background
The firing rate of projection neurons in the insect antennal
lobe (AL) increases in presence of picrotoxin (GABA-A
antagonist) or CGP54626 (GABA-B antagonist), hence
demonstrating the existence of both slow and fast
GABAergic inhibition [1]. Fast GABA-A inhibition is
known to play a key role in synchronization and spike
timing precision. Field potential oscillations and neural
synchronization are indeed disrupted when the fast
GABAergic synapses are pharmacologically blocked. The
role of slow GABA-B inhibition is, however, unclear. On
the one hand, spike timing precision increases following
in vitro injection of hyperpolarizing current pulses, and
higher precision is obtained for pulses of longer duration
(see Fig. 4 in [2]). Thus, in vitro experimental data suggest
that slow inhibition may enhance spike timing precision
and synchronization. On the other hand, in vivo experi-
mental data just show the opposite as spike timing preci-
sion increases, instead of decreasing as expected, when the
slow inhibition is pharmacologically blocked (see Fig. 4
in [1]). To understand this paradox, we have built a com-
putational model of the insect AL.

Methods
Based on previous work [3], our AL model is a network of
quadratic integrate-and-fire (theta) neurons coupled with
slow (determined by GABA-B receptors) and fast (deter-
mined by GABA-A receptors) inhibitory synapses. In this
study, we consider a probability of synaptic failure (p =
0.5) and three patterns of connectivity: global (all-to-all
connections), heterogeneous (random connections with

0.5 probability) and homogeneous (random connections
but with the same number of synaptic inputs per cell).

Results
Tight synchronization and precise spike timing are
obtained (i) when the connectivity is global or homoge-
neous and the neurons are coupled by fast and slow inhi-
bition without synaptic failure, or (ii) when the neurons
are connected by fast inhibition alone, irrespective of the
pattern of connectivity and the presence or not of synaptic
failure. Asynchronous state and imprecise spike timing are
obtained with slow inhibition (i) when the connectivity is
heterogeneous or (ii) when the connectivity is global or
homogeneous and with synaptic failure.

Conclusion
Our results predict that loss of synchronization is attribut-
able to variance in the number of received slow inhibitory
synaptic events (whereas fast inhibition is robust to such
variability). This variance comes from heterogeneous con-
nectivity or from the presence of synaptic failure, both of
them being likely to occur in vivo [1]. In contrast, in vitro
injection of hyperpolarizing current pulses, as done in [2],
does not present such a variability which explains the
apparent contradiction between in vivo and in vitro exper-
imental data.
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